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What is the EHDS?

Footer text
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The EHDS: objectives

• Empower individuals through better digital access to their personal health 
data; support free movement by ensuring that health data follow people;

• Unleash the data economy by fostering a genuine single market for digital 
health services and products;

• Set up strict rules for the use of individual’s non-identifiable health data for 
research, innovation, policy-making and regulatory activities.
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Learning health systems:
a model
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The EHDS & secondary use of health data for research

Footer text

Data 
availability

• An obligation to make 
health data available
(in principle)

• Applies to all kinds of 
health data, “including
environmental factors”

• Collected by all kinds of 
public/private “data 
holders”

Data access

• Responsibility of 
nationally designated
Health data access 
bodies
• Governing secondary

use
• Approving “data 

permits”
• Informing data 

subjects abt 
secondary uses

Secondary use

• Any kind of health 
research

• Also other forms of 
secondary use

• Prohibitions on 
processing that is 
harmful or detrimental
to data subjects

• To be conducted in 
“secure processing 
environments”
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Data availability

• A push towards FAIRification, facilitating re-use “at source”, 
interoperability of health data – also for primary use

• Potentially: defragmentation of health data landscape

• The hard work of making data available for secondary use

• Primary & secondary use: two different authorities, policy areas

Footer text
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Data access

• Centralised, government-facilitated data access for secondary use

• In principle: a smooth, impersonal “data application process”

• In principle: no more locating, freeing up data from zillions of data controllers

• In practice: the hard work of learning from data = done in communities of 
practice around data, data streams, areas & problems of health & disease

Footer text
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“Secondary” data use

• Encompassing evaluating quality of care & scientific research

• Permitted “by default”, unless consent required by national law

• An opportunity to resolve GDPR & consent struggles – but only if national
government acts
• “Citizens in control” – but consent doesn’t always square with learning
• Other safeguards: participatory governance, public interest exemptions?

• Data permits: a form of (ethics) review for research

Footer text
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“Data altruism consent”
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From “secondary use” to learning health: closing the loop?

• “Feedback loops” from research into practice:
• Through “products and services”
• Through dissemination of results (health data access bodies!)

• What about other data-driven feedback loops?

• Requires integrating health/care & research environments, infrastructures, 
communities of practice, …

Footer text
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The EHDS and learning health systems: conclusion

EHDS offers many opportunities & incentives for data-driven health research –
plus plenty challenges

Many of these will require (our) national government to act – not least on data 
protection

The EHDS framework does not fully “close the loop” of learning

Integration of research and care: ongoing work!

Footer text
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Initial response from Dutch health research (Health-RI, COREON 
and others)

• A stimulus for removing obstacles for re-use (cf. Health-RI)
• A push towards FAIR data stewardship, opening up data for research
• National health data access: build on ongoing efforts! 

• National legislative reform is urgently needed
• Cf. the Gedragscode & debate over consent and opt-out for re-use 

• Data altruism is good, data solidarity needed as well – ideally nationally
• Data infrastructures for research and care: bridging the gap
• Strong national coordination of efforts for re-use needed: involve the field!

Footer text

https://www.health-ri.nl/news/bnc-fiche-european-health-data-space
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